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Modern research on complex fluids, including viscoelastic fluids coupled with
chemical reactions, soft glass materials, and yielding fluids etc, has captured the interest of
of scientists and engineers in fields ranging from physics, chemistry, materials science to
cell biology. This drives an urgent need to develop mathematical models to understand
abundant phenomena of complex fluids. Many mathematical models developed for
complex fluids only focus on certain specific systems, which are not easily, in general,
extended to systems with similar physics but different appearances of complex fluids in
essential. Mathematical models based upon an evolution equation representation could not
show automatically the validity of basic principles of thermodynamic or other physical
criteria. Such models have no sustainable properties to extend to more complex cases with
coupled effects or multi-scale description. The goal of this thesis is to propose a general
framework for developing continuum-level models for sevearl kinds of complex fluids.
Based on selecting different state variables, mathematical descriptions for three types of
systems have been extensively studied.
General GENERIC framework is proposed for quasi-linear relations between
thermodynamic forces and fluxes. In this GENERIC framework, fundamental laws of
thermodynamics are naturally embeded by the symmetries and positive definiteness of the
mathematical structure. By utilizing its advantage of natural extension to
multi-thermodynamic process, a model for multicomponent viscoelastic fluids coupled
with chemical reactions is developed. The Curie symmetry principle and dimensional
analysis arealso employed to give the coupling mechanism between chemical reactions and
viscoelastic properties.
The transient density correlation functions are selected as trival structural state
vriables for soft glassy materials since coarse grained structural state variables are hard to
identify to take into consideration of scale effects. Based on mode coupling theory, a
general  12F
 model, with an integro-differential equation formulation, is presented to
investigate rheology of soft glassy materials. Rheological behaviors and scaling laws of
density correlation function in simple shear flows are studied by numerical analysis of the
inegro-differential equations.
A rigorous criterion for linear viscoelasticity is proposed to improve the crude method















amplitude oscillatory shear(LAOS). Unambigous physical meanings of strain-rate
frequency superposition in nonlinear region are suggested. Due to intrinsic difficulties
caused by stress decomposition and series expansion technique, Based on exlanation of
physical processes of yielding fluids according to plasticity theory for solids, a new
constitutive model for yielding fluids is constructed.
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的做法是基于 Knudsen 数的 Chapman-Enskog 的渐进展开，取一阶近似得到
Navier-Stokes-Fourier 方程，二阶近似得到 Burnett 方程或者更高阶近似的超






















过程。Grmela， Kaufman 等[14, 15]在上世纪八十年代初引入耗散括弧来表示不可
逆动力学，在此基础上，M. Grmela 和 Hans Ottinger 发展的 GENERIC（Genera












其中 x表示体系的状态变量，E和 S分别表示总能量泛函和熵泛函，L 是Possion






















其次，Possion算子L 是反对称，并且对应的用内积  ，表示的Possion算符
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